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Further effects of the earthquake were more acute.

Imports of materials for the reconstruction of Tokyo and

Yokohama and exemption of such materials from customs

duty, swelled the excess of imports to enormous figures,

steadily decreased the specie abroad and caused a big

drop in foreign exchange. The Government, apprehensive

of this situation, attempted various means to prevent the

further fall of foreign exchange. Dut popular criticism

against the Government's attempts at “artificial” bolster-

ing up of the foreign exchange became so loud that the

Government was eventually forced to let the matter take its

own course. The foreign exchange rate thereafter further

declined until thz Yokohama Specie Bank announced § 8.

The panic swept over the country with lightning

speed. Banks in Tokyo as the enter began to announce

temporary closures, and when the Bank of Taiwan, the

Omi Bank and the 15th Bank which was reputed as one

of the “biz five,” followed the others and closed thzir

doors, the situation becam: serious. The Government

Instructed the Bank of Japan to resort to emergency loans,

leclared a moratorium for three weeks and was able to

check further disastrous developments, but the credit of

industrial and economic circles suffered almost irreparable

damage from the situation in so much that it was no

longer able to relieve the Suzuki and the Kawasaki Dock-

yards, the leading firms in the country, when they were

desperately looking for succour.

This is a bird's-eye view of the Japanese industrial

world of recent years. From the zenith of golden age

to the bottom of depression pit—never before have Japa-

1ese experienced in any circle, industrial, financial, econo-

mic-sokaleidoscopicalife in so short a period as this.

Men who have dealings with the industrial and economic

view the whole situation as hopeless. But they are

wrong.

The panic was deplorable, but it was bound to come

sooner or later. Ifby this panic the troublesome * cancer ”

could be radically cured, it would signify the dawn of a

real, substantial prosperity. The industrial circles, after

the panic, are striving for rationalization of industries and

‘mprovements in all quarters are being visibly carried out.

There is not doubt that the industrial circles in Japan

1ereafter both in. their relations which abroad and at

home are facing a new-born era, full of hope and life.

Political Status of Japan

Manhood Suffrage What Has It Taught Us?

have all but disappeared. They number four and four as

against 26 and nine in the last Dict, fate of those parties

scems to show that there is no longer room in Japanese

politics for small, indeterminate groups. Their leaders

san still exercise an influense in politics through their

ibility but they must enlist in the big battalions. The

[ndependents have done very badly considering the num-

ber of condidates who adopted that convenient label; of

4) condidates only some [4 have been elected. They

numbered 15 in the last Dict. It is the disappearance

of the Kakushin Club and the Jitsugyo Doshikai that

gives the poll its decisive character. A tentative analysis

of the probable relations of the smaller groups with the

iistorical parties shows that the Kakushin'’s four, Labor's

sight or nine and six of the Independents may be ex-

sected to side with the Minscito. If the Business Party's

‘our and the remaining eight or nine Independents gave

heir votes to the Seiyukai, the Government would still

e in a minority of ten or twelve. The Minseito cannot

se expected to crumble immediately after an election.

Labor will not lift a finger to support the Seiyukai.

[hose two parties will apparently command an absolute

najority of the House.

Again several paragraphs of the London Times. are

»xtracted in connection with the election. Japan is quick-

y changing, it says. ‘The mystic element in the govern-

nent of the nation is losing its appeal, though there is

to apparent diminution of loyalty or national spirit. The

ace of Elder Statesmen who guided the destinies of

‘apan during the modernizing Meiji Era, is dying out; of

hose chosen pilots Prince Saionji alone is left. Greater

tress has inevitably been laid, in the practice of govern-

nent, upon those modern institution against which admini-

trative safeguards were so carefully provided and so long

naintained. An alternative to the old system, in the

hape of democracy, is coming slowly into its own.

Modern ideas in a thousand subtle ways are penetrating

uto the social structure of Japan. No kind of mental

“The waves of democracy are beating up against the

ancient institution and customs of Japan. Manhood suf-

frage is now the law of the land, and the last Diet elected

under the old limited franchise has just been dissolved,

after a tenuous existence long drawn out. The electorate

“0 which the parties now have to make their appeal is

swollen the three times its former size; it numbers ten

millions represent a very wide range of interests and

umbitions, dreams and discontents. The suddenness of

the transition to a broader suffrage almost suggests an

tpoch-making crisis; yet there in no note of crisis in the

Comments that reach us on the new situation. Our own

‘orrespondent, an experienced observer, expresses the

opinion that the extension of the franchise will not—at

iny rate for the present —~lead to any appreciable change
in the political system that now prevails in Japan. The

calculation is that the elections will be managed, more

or less, as heretofore: that the party in power will retain

and exercise its traditional advantage; and that the com-

Parative strength of the parties in the new House will be

very much the same as it was in the Parliament just dis-

solved.”

We quote the above passages from the Times, London,

Which had treated of Japan in transition. What has the

general election under manhood first suffrage decided?

The nine million new voters have had nothing very new

to say. The instability and uncertainty of the last Diet

are not merely continued but intensified. Vet if we ask

Why the election has taken place and observe what has

taken place, we shall have little difficulty in answering

the question, The Diet was dissolved because the Cabinet

could not be sure of def:ating the vote of no confidence

Which the Opposition had introduced. The Seiyukai has

Rained 26 or 27 new members and the Minscito lost four.

Nevertheless the Government is still in a minority and

t does not appear that it can make a comb’nation which

Would give it a majority. Labor has returned eight

Members, The Kakushin Club and the Business Party


